- seremalaswahili for

“carpenter”

Construction and Engineering Limited
carpenter, all round builder'.... in the East African region.

spreading the dots
seremala sudan

seremala uganda
seremala kenya
seremala rwanda
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about us
Seremala Construction was started seven years ago in Nairobi Kenya, to offer
unique customized construction solutions.
Right from the beginning we have been on a growth curve that has enabled
us to periodically embrace industry needs creatively and with resolute focus.
We deliver solutions cognizant of the ever challenging African cultural
tapestry. This is done with a mindset of the broader picture which feeds our
philosophy of being a spire of achievable standards in the industry.

The Seremala brand stands for

-Integrity
-Reliability
-Timeliness

values
-Diligence
-Proactive
-Innovation

-Dedication

Every detailed part of our vision demonstrates these values at
structure level and is embodied by all persons at Seremala, and
those we envision to work with. We believe before we lay any
block on the ground, the blocks of value listed above should be
the foundation of every of our provided solutions.
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from small

towards great

Seremala has grown both as an entity and with its clientele - from a rack space in
the middle of Nairobi, town to larger premises on the outskirts of the city
(Embakasi). Growth has meant exposure and challenge. We have managed to
wade through, the sometimes murky and competitive waters, of the construction
industry in Kenya, and curved out legitimate space, by providing innovative
solutions.

Specialty and Clientele
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Seremala offers a range of services from construction of residential
houses, commercial buildings, internal fit outs, renovations and
emergency works. We have worked with individuals and leverage
clientele such as schools, Aga Khan Educational Services, Canadian
High Commission, Equity Bank. Our work is not only local but
stretches beyond into the East African Region.

Flexing the Region & Managing
We have decidedly embedded our foot print in various areas in the region in spite
of logistical and technical challenges posed in these countries. We have completed
projects in Yambio and Kajo Keji and have current ongoing projects in Torit and Hai
Malakal in South Sudan. We also have projects in the emerging Rwanda market;
specifically in Gitarama and Nyabugogo. Uganda, has taken somewhat a fairer
share of our work in East Africa starting from Kampala, Jinja, Adjumani, and
Tororo. We have flexed the region and delivered; we have been challenged and

have grown. Most of these projects have been entrusted to us
courtesy of Equity Bank. Seremala can boldly declare that it has the
capacity to handle projects both locally and in the larger African
region.
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sample
projects
residential
& interior

working
with Seremala
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We intend and look forward to work with prospective associations,
with broad and defined contemporary view. Seremala reflects a unique
all encompassing view of the industry, upholding standards, tuned to
modern technology and trends. We envision journeying with clients'
representative of creative, innovative and of both qualitative and
broad vision. We like to say at Seremala we think and build – Block by
Block.

csr lifting one another

Seremala recognizes that every body in some way
or another needs a helping hand along the way.
We have benefitted from selfless partnerships in
our journey. We also have been privileged to
extend the same kindness to others.

Mother Teresa
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“If you can’t feed a hundred people, then feed just one.”
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